
	  

The Greene Foundation has received a wide variety of emails since the announcement of the 
discovery of Canada’s Two Cent postage stamp on laid paper from the 1868 Large Queen issue. 

The questions in the emails range from: 

• What is laid paper?  What is a Large Queen Stamp? 
• How can I find out if I have one in my collection/accumulation  or  I am sure I have a copy 

somewhere.  Where do I take it to be certain? 
• How can I get rid of my deceased mother’s collection/accumulation and be sure I do not give 

away a rare stamp? 

First, the basic design of the Two Cent Stamp from the 1868 Canada issue known as “Large Queens” 
is shown here on the website. 

Next, “laid paper” means paper that has lines like a watermark, embedded in the paper, similar to a 
page of fine writing paper which may have such lines purely for aesthetic purposes.  A photo of the 
back side of the variety of this Two Cent Stamp showing the lines is also here on the website. 

From this information you can check your own collection/accumulation to see if you have a copy of 
this basic 1868 Two Cent Canadian Stamp with or without “laid lines”. 

You can always take your stamps to the closest member of the Canadian Stamp Dealers Association 
(www.csdaonline.com) for an instant confirmation of your material.  

Regarding disposal of stamps and philatelic materials there are essentially three routes you can take: 

1. You can sell directly to a dealer who is a member of the CSDA. 
2. You can consign your collection to an auction, through a recognized auction house such as 

Maresch www.maresch.com,  Eastern www.easternstamps.com, Sparks www.sparks-
auctions.com,  or Sheffield www.johnsheffield.com, or the Oshawa/Whitby Stamp Club 
www.oshawawhitby-stamp-club.com.  

3. You can donate your material to a charitable organization such as the RPSC Philatelic 
Research Foundation and receive a charitable receipt for its fair market value. 

The Greene Foundation does not buy or sell stamps, nor does the Foundation assess market value of 
stamps.  If you believe that you have a stamp that needs expert confirmation the Foundation provides 
an expertization service for a nominal fee, details of which are here on the website. 

	  


